DISTANCE LEARNING

by Samuel Donaldson

ACROSS
1. Blue shades
6. Includes in an email
9. Emulate a kangaroo
12. “Beats me”
13. Org. for the 50+
14. Feeling of wonder
15. Hard-to-find guy in kids’ books
16. Like less appetizing fries
18. “I’m standing right behind you”
19. Money, in Mexico
20. One scattered in a honey-moon suite
22. Type of tide
26. Basketball teammates of PFs and Cs
27. Surveillance aircraft hidden in “saw action”
28. Grassy yards
29. “Pics ___ didn’t happen!”
30. Try to chomp on
31. Social-distancing recommendation (and what the circled squares in this puzzle represent)
34. S, on the periodic table
35. Word after liberal or martial
36. ___ salts (bath additives)
37. “Suffice ___ say”
38. Sweet and/or iced beverage
41. Pre-Soviet ruler
42. Tallinn natives
44. Timothy who played James Bond in two films
46. Small quibbles
47. Hands-over-the-eyes question
50. Have another slice ___

DOWN
1. Campaigns fought on TV
2. “Family Guy” town (and a type of clam)
3. “Except...”
4. 23___ (ancestry testing company)
5. “Hamilton” star Phillipa
6. ___ the Magnificent (Johnny Carson persona)
7. Wicker fishing basket
8. Train for the big fight
9. Yes, in Yokohama
10. Be in debt to
11. According to
13. Create a stir
17. Many Beethoven works
19. More wet, in the morning
21. French fragrance
23. Vase-like vessel
24. Early med. school class
25. Fresno clock setting in fall (abbr.)
28. Big name in 38-Across
29. Some laced dress shoes
30. American Red Cross founder Clara
31. Has a late meal
32. “Casablanca” role
33. Ink on bodies
34. Ready, ___ go
37. Narrow strips of land
38. Taiwan capital
39. All-inclusive
40. Determine
42. Former Broncos QB John
43. Deduce from clues
45. Home row letters for the left hand
47. Band’s booking
48. FedEx rival
49. French water
50. Choose